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Rocky Mountain National Park Tour on Sunday, 3 April 2005

Monday, April 4th – Friday, April 8th
Omni Interlocken Hotel • Denver, Colorado
19th Int’l Parallel & Distributed Processing Symp.

Omni Interlocken Hotel - Denver, Colorado, USA

Monday, 4 April to Friday, 8 April 2005
Rocky Mountain Nat’l Park Tour on Sunday, 3 April 2005

www.ipdps.org

Sponsored by
IEEE Computer Society Technical Committee on Parallel Processing

In cooperation with
ACM SIGARCH, IEEE Computer Society Technical Committee on Computer Architecture, and IEEE Computer Society Technical Committee on Distributed Processing

Hosted by
Colorado State University
• General Co-Chairs
  H. J. Siegel, Colorado State University, USA
  David A. Bader, University of New Mexico, USA

• General Vice Chair
  Charles Weems, University of Massachusetts at Amherst, USA

• Program Chair
  Jean-Luc Gaudiot, University of California Irvine, USA

• Program Vice-chairs
  – Algorithms
    Albert Y. Zomaya, University of Sydney, Australia
  – Applications
    Yves Robert, École Normale Supérieure de Lyon, France
  – Architectures
    Kemal Ebcioglu, IBM T.J. Watson Research Center, USA
  – Software
    Dan Reed, University of North Carolina, USA
Modern Conference Facilities
Omni Interlocken Resort

Casual & Elegant Dining
Lavish Guestrooms
Omni Interlocken Resort

Spacious VIP Suites
Omni Interlocken Resort

Flatiron Crossing

World Class Shopping
Scenic Surroundings
Scenic Surroundings
Scenic Surroundings
Denver International Airport is less than 30 minutes from the conference site.
Express Transportation To Airport
Downtown Denver is about 20 minutes from the conference site.

Downtown features a wide variety of shopping, restaurants, nightspots, and parks.

Coors Field, home of Major League Baseball’s Colorado Rockies.
Denver Attractions include

**Six Flags Elitch Gardens**
48 thrill rides, a water park, formal gardens, restaurants, and shops.

**Ocean Journey** is a world class aquarium that features 15,000 fish, mammals, and plants.

The **Denver Zoo** is the fourth most popular zoo in America with over 3,600 animals.
Denver Shopping & Dining include

- **The 16th Street Mall** is a mile-long pedestrian promenade through the heart of downtown Denver, lined with shops, department stores, and outdoor cafes.

- **LoDo** is a 25 square block home to 90 brew pubs, sports bars, restaurants, and outdoor cafes and to 30 art galleries.

Courtesy of Denver Metro Convention & Visitors Bureau
Boulder, Colorado

- Over 300 restaurants with local, regional, and international cuisine in a variety of settings – from popular brewpubs, locals' hangouts, and elegant dining.

- Enjoy entertainment on the Pearl Street Mall in historic downtown Boulder. Browse through its many boutiques and galleries.
Boulder, Colorado

- Boulder's beautiful mountain settings offer hiking, biking, and climbing within minutes of downtown Boulder.

Courtesy of Boulder CVB
Estes Park, Colorado

Estes Park is nestled in a high mountain valley at 7500 feet elevation. Mountain peaks surround the village, making it a favorite spot for mountain recreation and relaxation.

Courtesy of Estes Park Chamber of Commerce
Estes Park offers...

- Over 300 unique shops and galleries.
- Restaurants galore, downtown as well as scattered throughout the surrounding valley.
- Trail rides through the Rocky Mountains.
- Two golf courses, an 18-hole and a 9-hole, surrounded by spectacular mountain scenery.

Courtesy of Estes Park Chamber of Commerce
Rocky Mountain National Park

Pre-Conference Tour on Sunday, April 3, 2005
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